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Sunbelievable
Introducing 100% acrylic
fabrics from Sunbelievable.
Select patterns and colors
available in as little as six
weeks’ time! Sunbelievable
is known for exquisite pat-

terns, colors, performance, and innovative features—all at unbeatable val-
ue. The fabrics feature the very best durability, stain, and fade resistance.
Production capacity has been increased to 3 million yards per month,
thanks to six new buildings outfitted with state-of-the-art equipment.
Visit the website for Quick Ship details. Pictured here: Seastar collection in
Sunshine, Margarita, Spring, and Lollipop. Contact: (336) 210-2630 or
www.sunbelievable.com.
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Coconut
Inspired by the sprawling ancient banyan trees of the historic neighbor-
hood of Coconut Grove in Florida, the intricately handwoven UV-resistant
Durastrap and Durarope seek to mimic the beautiful branches of the
banyan trees. The chic hand-brushed pearl colored powder-coated alu-
minum legs are tapered to wrap around the dual-colored polyolefin Duras-
trap and Durarope. The cushy rounded cushions offer maximum comfort.
Contact: (866) 919-1881 or www.ratana.com.
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Valor Freestanding Stoves

Valor offers an outstanding collection of radiant gas stoves, from the classic
President that fits anywhere to theMadrona Series, including two Traditional
and threeModern—featured here. TheMadrona Series comeswith Traditional
Logs, Driftwood or Splitwood—popular choices throughout the product
line. More than ever, homeowners want comfort in their homes, and Valor
stoves provide that convenient, energy-efficient comfort in any space.
Contact: (800) 468-2567 or valorfireplaces.com/freestanding-gas-stoves.
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Fire Magic Pizza Oven
The handsome, new FireMagic PizzaOven isn’t just for artisan-style pizza. You
can bake, broil, andmore with thermostatic control up to 750°F. Truly a
complete outdoor oven, thebuilt-in PizzaOvenboasts a ceramic glass viewing
window in an easy access door to the pizza stone or baking rack. Designed to
complement the FireMagic suite of outdoor kitchen products, the newPizza
Oven will be available this summer. Contact: (800) 332-3973 or
www.firemagicgrills.com.
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Tahoe Plank
Tables
The Tahoe Plank
Table brings a
touch of modern
rustic flair to any
outdoor space.
Planks available in
high density marine
grade polymer or
recycled polymer
effortlessly inte-
grate with any style
from traditional to
contemporary. The
unique “Asterisk” base features fully-welded, powder-coated construction
built to last season after season. Contact: (941) 213-5869 or
www.windwarddesigngroup.com.
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Tempotest
StarScreen
Tempotest USA
has introduced a
new screen fabric,
StarScreen, that
provides shade
and privacy—and
absorbs up to
97% of the heat
caused by solar ra-
diation—while allowing for the passage of light. The 11 designer colors
add to the beauty of any structure and can be used indoors or outdoors.
Made from recyclable PET solution-dyed yarns, the fabric is PVC free and
fire retardant. It is fade resistant and is treated with Teflon for easy cleaning.
Contact: (972) 512-3534 or www.tempotestusa.com.
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